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========================== Each of these backgrounds was created with the intent of being used
with a high-resolution photo for a desktop wallpaper or desktop background. They have been designed to

be very smooth, subtle, and sophisticated without being overwhelming or boring. Each image has been
exposed for the light at a specific time and location (sunrise, sunset, etc) to give a very cinematic feel.
They all have a rich blue-grey color balance to them which gives a light, almost ethereal, look. Each of

these images also has an accompanying text file which contains the relevant information about the
location, such as date, time, and exact location within that particular photograph. A 15 image slideshow is
also included which is named "Beach Sunset Theme and can be accessed via a "Next" button in the top left
corner of the image. The slideshow contains the other 14 images and can be used as a desktop slideshow to
have the images fade in and out. NOTE: All of the text files have been resized to make the text readable in
a small browser window, but the full resolution files are available in the zip file (see file names). You can
use the ocean sunsets in your home decor as well. The set includes one large 11" x 14" print of each image

in a package, and includes 15 white envelopes. You can keep one for yourself and send the others to
friends and family. If you're interested in having this set on your home decor, please visit my photo

website for more ideas: The License Agreement is included in the zip file. Please contact me if you would
like to use any of the images for your desktop, website, home decor, etc.

========================== Visit my Photography Website for more images: ----- *UPDATE*
----- Hi! I created this set based on some of the comments I got on the original post. I received some

requests for a theme for the beach as a desktop background or a slideshow. So I created "Beach Sunsets
Theme Full Crack" which is a slideshow of 15 beach images that you can use on your desktop to enjoy a

slideshow of the ocean sunset. Visit my Photo Website for more beach images: Thank you! This theme is a
high-quality collection of beautiful wallpapers and background images with a tranquil ocean sunset. The

light
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Create stunning, high resolution photos of beach scenes and oceans in California and Hawaii. A limited
offer: you have until October 1st to get this deal. Surf's Up! is a wonderful collection of high resolution
beach backgrounds for your desktop. An expert in capturing the Pacific Ocean in its many moods and
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beautiful settings, photographer Josh Sommers has crafted this stunning collection of 15 beach
backgrounds. A limited offer: you have until October 1st to get this deal. Super Nature photos contains 15

stunning high resolution nature backgrounds that can be used for desktop, collage or wallpaper! Super
Nature offers beautiful nature scenes and nature themed backgrounds to add a great touch to your desktop.

A limited offer: you have until October 1st to get this deal. Landscape 1 offers beautiful lush landscape
backgrounds to be used as desktop backgrounds or for collages. Landscape 1 offers beautiful lush

landscape backgrounds to be used as desktop backgrounds or for collages. High resolution beach scenes
from Maui and California. Special limited offer: only available until October 1st High resolution beach
scenes from Maui and California. Special limited offer: only available until October 1st ABOUT US At

Just 4 Photos we are here to help you to achieve better photo results. When you purchase from Just 4
Photos you can be sure that your money is well spent as we have been working as photographers for years
and have won awards for our product. We ensure that your product will arrive in good condition and also
we have a 100% customer satisfaction guarantee. So if you purchase from Just 4 Photos, rest assured that
your photos will be professional and high quality and you will receive a full money back guarantee. If you
have any questions please contact us: Email: sales@just4photos.com Beach Sunsets Theme For Windows
10 Crack is a pack that contains 15 high resolution beach backgrounds for your desktop. A special multi-
exposure technique by photographer Josh Sommers fully brings out the rich Pacific textures and colors of

Dillon Beach, Maui, and other scenic spots in California and Hawaii in this theme. KEYMACRO
Description: Create stunning, high resolution photos of beach scenes and oceans in California and Hawaii.

A limited offer: you have until October 1st to get this deal. Surf's Up! is a wonderful collection of high
resolution beach backgrounds for your desktop. An expert in capturing the Pacific Ocean in its many

moods and beautiful settings, photographer Josh Sommers has crafted this stunning collection 1d6a3396d6
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Beach Sunsets Theme

The ultimate beach theme pack with 15 high resolution beach backgrounds and 15 different color effects
that give your computer desktop a beachfront flair. All of the backgrounds feature a new combination of
graphics and color effects that give you the beachy look you want. The collection is delivered in multi-
exposure image format. Each set of beach shots are combined to give a “daylight savings” type effect that
creates a sun and sky effect. Changes in color, weather, and direction are easily controlled with a single
click of the mouse. Each color effect comes with an optional border, which can be turned off to create a
seamless transition from background to desktop. Many of the beaches included in the package are
accessible to the public and offer some of the best views of the ocean and surrounding landscape. The
images have a high resolution (848x1192) and are the perfect size for web use and even desktop wallpaper.
Beach Sunsets Theme Feature: Multilingual support Multiple color and border variations High resolution
images Resizable format for web and desktop use Clean, uncluttered design No branding or logos included
Beach Sunset Theme Create beautiful wallpapers of your favorite surfing spots or maybe of your vacation
spot on the beach with this new theme created by Josh Sommers. Simple and easy to use, you can create
unlimited backgrounds in only a few clicks. Features: - Multi-exposure image format - All images are
delivered in ready-to-use format and all backgrounds can be re-sized and moved easily. - All of the beach
shots feature a new combination of graphics and color effects that give you the beachy look you want. -
You can choose from 15 color and border variations to give you a variety of options to create your ideal
beach background. - Beach sunsets that are carefully shot using a special photo blending technique that
creates a “daylight savings” effect. - All of the backgrounds are easily resizable for desktop or web use. -
All the beach shots are 300 DPI. - A wide variety of beaches are included, from Mexico to the Hawaiian
islands. - Many of the beach spots included in this collection are accessible to the public and are some of
the best views of the ocean and surrounding landscape. - Many of the backgrounds include a border that
can be easily turned off to create a seamless transition from background to desktop. - This theme is
completely free to use.

What's New In?

Beach Sunsets Theme is a pack that contains 15 high resolution beach backgrounds for your desktop. A
special multi-exposure technique by photographer Josh Sommers fully brings out the rich Pacific textures
and colors of Dillon Beach, Maui, and other scenic spots in California and Hawaii in this theme. Add to
your photographs from the beach with this digital desktop theme. There are five individually named
themes, each in the form of an editable Photoshop action that performs simple fades, overlays, and masks,
all created with a combination of Photoshop and Fireworks CS. A total of 15 high resolution beach photos
with a variety of beach scenes, old film grain, and muted beaches are included in the pack, plus, three
background adjustments and a color picker. And you will need no computer skills to work with the themes.
Simply drag the individual components of the themes into your favorite photo software and apply them.
The pack includes: - 01. American Club House Interior - 02. Beach Bedroom - 03. Beach Chandelier - 04.
Beach Deck - 05. Beach Door - 06. Beach Sunsets - 07. Beach Window - 08. Beach Windows - 09. Beach -
10. Beach Deck Window - 11. Beach Door Window - 12. Beach Window - 13. Beach Windows Note:
These photos were taken by myself. Important Info: This is a PSD pack. No need to install any other
plugins. All photos are watermarked. Watermark will be removed in uninstall process. Zipped file includes
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all layers. Size: 112.7 MB. License: License Agreement Reference:
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System Requirements:

*Windows 7 or higher *CPU: 3GHz+ *RAM: 4GB+ *GPU: NVIDIA GTX 460, AMD HD3870 *400 MB
of free space for installation *SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: SIDE NOTE: The game is playable on any
platform that meets the minimum requirements
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